
AN ANALYSIS OF THE CULTURE OF SPAIN AND THE CONCEPT OF THE

RUNNING OF THE BULLS AT THE FIESTA DE SAN

The running of the bulls is an event that involves running in front of a small group of cattle, typically six but sometimes
ten or more, that have been let loose on a course of a sectioned-off subset of a town's streets, usually as part of a
summertime festival. Particular breeds of cattle may be favored, such as the toro bravo in Spain, .. Examples are the
bull run of San SebastiÃ¡n de.

The climate is Temperate, hot summer and cold winters. Many runners that want to be seen wear colors other
than white, a common alternate color choice is blue. As of the bull run had been revived as a ceremonial,
festival-style community event. Other than the running of the bulls, the most popular event during the festival
is the procession. Dress code[ edit ] Runners at the Pamplona bull run in typical attire Though there is no
formal dress code, the very common and traditional attire is white trousers, white shirt with a red scarf around
the waist and a red handkerchief around the neck. James Michener also made his contribution with The
Drifters. Since record-keeping began in , 15 people have died after being gored at the festival. By marching
naked, they protested against the festival and the following bullfight, arguing the bulls are tortured for
entertainment. Search for:. Red is also the color associated with charging bulls in bullfights. There are, of
course, many people who have been to the fiestas and have not enjoyed them. Top Origins of the fiesta of San
Fermin The festival started out in the middle ages when the people of Pamplona would have a celebration in
the name of Saint Fermin. It is true that you can find people who are totally played out from the partying and
who take a rest and nap at whatever spot they can find before heading home to their beds. An alternative to
staying in Pamplona is to book a hotel in San Sebastian , Vitoria-Gasteiz or Estella and make the early
morning trip to the bull run from there. A few days ago, this paper published a commendable article looking at
the anthropological and psychological reasons that many people love huge celebrations like the Sanfermines.
Similarly sleeping in parks along with many others should be avoided for the same reason. ET July 6, Updated
p. And they have continued to exist ever since, but have been modernized. What's the significance of San
Fermin? Pamplona , the region of focus, is located in the northeast part of the country. The country of Spain
started as a community of farming and agriculture. The trouble is that getting public transport early enough in
the morning to see the bullrun can prove impossible so this option is only really viable if you have your own
vehicle. It is much better to try to get a hotel, apartment or camping site. Contact has been made with the bull:
but it has not yet been stopped. Running with Bulls, a documentary of the festival filmed by Construct
Creatives and presented by Jason Farrel, depicts the pros and cons of the controversial tradition.


